| INTRODUCTION
The human skin constitutes an interface between the human body and the surrounding environment. It stands for a chemical and mechanical protection against external adversities. When the skin is damaged either accidentally or surgically, the skin continuity has to be reconstructed. This is especially problematic when a significant area of skin has been lost, in case of skin tumors for instance, as the surrounding skin has to be extended to cover the wound. 1 In such circumstances, the mechanical properties of the skin correspond to a key-characteristic determining up to which rate the skin can be stretched. The closing of the wound will indeed be much easier with a soft and elastic skin than with a rigid and inextensible skin. 2 Surgeons are used to appraise empirically the skin elasticity and the subcutaneous fat layer thickness by applying manually a pinch test. 3, 4 Such a qualitative evaluation is subjective and depends on surgeon's know-how. From a clinical point of view, the pinch test is used to determine the best suited surgical act, notably to spread the closing efforts on the right area of surrounding skin to optimize wound healing. In case of excessive skin extension, internal fluid flow can be disturbed up to induce complications such as necrosis. In this context, the development of objective tools able to specify the mechanical properties of the skin would make this decision process more rational, safer, and thus beneficial to the patient.
Numerical simulations of the wound closing efforts have been proposed but they are highly dependent on the mechanical skin behavior. [5] [6] [7] [8] The latter is known to depend on both individuals and body zones and no standardized data can be used satisfactorily. It is therefore necessary to characterize the mechanical skin behavior in an individualized and localized way to determine the actual parameters to take into account. 9, 10 Once the actual mechanical parameters are determined, numerical simulations of the efforts and of the stress fields induced by diverse surgical options can help surgeons in deciding the best surgical strategy for each act and patient. This paper presents the results of such mechanical tests performed on a cohort of healthy volunteers with a light and portable instrument described elsewhere.
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We highlight the intra-individual and inter-individual variability also observed in suction tests, 12 in out-of-plane deformation tests, 13 and in dynamic indentation. 14 We also interpret those results by means of three parameters characterizing the tested skin mechanical behavior, 
| MATERIAL AND METHODS

| Portative extensometer for in vivo measurement
The mechanical tests were carried out using the tensile testing device shown in Figure 1 and developed specifically for measurements on the human skin in vivo. It is a portable lightweight extensometer usable without stand on most anatomical zones. It consists of a rectangular frame to which are attached an electric motor, two guide columns, and two crossheads; one fixed, the other mobile and each comprising two tabs. Measurements are performed on the central tab, whereas the secondary surrounding tab serves for guarding by protecting the measuring zone from lateral and peripheral forces.
The central and guarding tabs are moved together and the extension is applied to both the measuring zone and to the surrounding skin.
The movable crosshead is driven by an electric motor whose rotary movement is transformed into translation by a screw-nut system.
The movable crosshead is equipped with a specific bronze-berrylium beam which serves as force sensor on which strain gauges are stuck at the location where the bending deformation is maximal. 
| Protocol and experiments
The tests followed the rules imposed by the Hygiene and Safety
Service of the University. Prior to measurements, the test protocol is submitted in full details to volunteers who give their written approval.
It involves the following steps:
• A preparation of the tested area. The area should not contain any hair and not being hydrated and treated with a cream since the day before the test.
• A rest period in an elongated position with straight legs, arms alongside the body and acclimatization of the skin to the air at constant temperature and humidity of 15 minutes during which the subject answers the questionnaire (age, BMI, and so on).
• The measuring of the hydration index of the area to be tested.
• The mechanical tests according to the procedure detailed below. The solicited axes are also identified from the cranio-caudal line : At the arm, the 0 • -axis is along the arm. At the abdomen, the 90 • -axis is parallel to the cranio-caudal line. At the leg, the 0 • -axis is along the leg. The tabs of the extensometer are attached to the skin surface thanks to a surgical glue. Upload consists of three cycles followed by a holding time to take into account the preconditioning of the skin. 12 This phenomena has been widely discussed by several authors. 16, 14 After three repeating cycles, a steady state tends to be reached and the material behavior is more reproducible. In the following results, only the third loading sequence has been analyzed. The loading rate remains constant, equal to 1 mm/s. The test is then repeated until a maximum of 42% of extension when the elasticity of the skin allows. The take-off of the device is immediate and painless. The skin is then cleaned with alcohol and the glue residues on the tabs of the device are removed with a solvent and then the tabs are rinsed with alcohol. This process is repeated for each loading direction.
| Data analysis
The raw data are obtained by measuring the force recorded on the measuring tab when it is moved during the test. with normalized cutoff frequency 0.1 Hz is successively used in the forward and backward directions. 17 Filtering the raw data is necessary particularly for low levels of force.
We neglect the existing shear stress due to the fact that the skin is loaded on a surface and not directly on the section of the considered area. The stress field in the measuring area is then defined by the unique component T of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor in the
where F is the measured force, A 0 is the initial cross-sectional area of the specimen defined by the product of the measuring tab width d, and the skin thickness e 0 at the beginning of the test.
The uniaxial engineering strain ɛ in the loading direction is obtained from the imposed distance between the two main tabs, ie, the displacement of the tab whose movement is controlled,
where ΔL is the displacement of the measuring tab; L and L 0 are, respectively, the actual and initial length between the two tabs.
For the characterization of the mechanical behavior of soft tissues, the phenomenological approach consists in fitting mathematical expressions to experimental stress-strain curves. In the literature, the nonlinear behavior of skin tissue is mostly characterized by an exponential form of stress-strain relationship when only the elastin fibers are being stretched for small deformations, and by a power equation when the collagen fibers are being mainly loaded for large deformations. analysis on aorta, we propose to identify three physical parameters useful for the surgeon (see Figure 3 ):
• the initial tangent modulus E 1 (initial slope of the stress-strain curve) which corresponds to the contribution of the elastin fibers alone;
• the final tangent modulus E 2 (final slope of the stress-strain curve)
which stands for the combined contribution of elastin and collagen fibers;
• the intercept T of the strain-axis with the final slope of the stressstrain curve.
The three physical parameters are determined by applying the following consecutive steps (see Figure 3) . First, the values of parameters A and B in Equation (3) are fitted to experimental stress-strain data by using an inverse method based on Levenberg 21 -Marquardt 22 algorithm.
The coefficient of determination R 2 is computed to quantify the goodness-of-fit. Second, the value of E 1 -parameter is determined by fitting the first values of the stress-strain experimental curve with a linear regression technique, and computing the resultant slope. Third, the value of E 2 -parameter is obtained from the derivative of Equation (3) taken at the strain ultimate value. Fourth, the value of T -parameter is determined by intercepting the strain-axis with the final tangent of the stress-strain curve.
According to Refs (23) and (24), a typical stress-strain curve for in vivo skin in uniaxial tension, as shown in Figure 3 , can be separated into three consecutive parts: the initial phase (the elastin fibers are stretched and the collagen fibers orientate into the direction of extension), the transitional phase (the collagen fibers straighten out gradually that entails the nonlinear behavior of skin and an increasing stiffness), and the final phase (the collagen fibers fully aligned into the direction of extension cause the linear behavior for high stresses). The ε T -parameter corresponds to a specific state within the transition phase. Gibson et al. 25 have interpreted this parameter as a measure of extensibility of the skin in that direction. As in Ref. (26) , this state defines a physiological load limit that enables to maintain the integrity of the skin. The T -parameter can be interpreted as the strain threshold that should not be exceeded during a surgery to prevent medical complications. Considering the anisotropy of the skin behavior, Gibson et al. 25 have shown the close correlation between the direction of minimum T -parameter value and
Langer's line. 27 That confirms the interest of T -value for the surgeon.
| RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Most of the results are presented by stress-strain curves as previously explained with physical parameters presented in the corresponding tables.
| Model relevance for measurement on human skin
In order to analyze the experimental results, the constitutive parameters of the mathematical model (see Equation 3 ) have been identified on several stress-strain curves and collected in Table 1 .
As shown in Figure 4 
| Intra-individual variability
Stress-strain curves in Figure 5 have been obtained on different anatomical areas for the same volunteer. These areas are the three parts of the forearm (distal, middle, and proximal), three parts of the leg (posterior thigh, anterior thigh, and calf), and the abdomen (Figure 2 ).
The results highlight the large variability associated with the different anatomical zones and directions of extension. For three neighboring areas on forearm, the E 2 -variability (see Table 1B ) is large. In addition, for the abdomen, the ε T -values are much higher than the values on the forearm that are below 15%. This is observed despite on the abdomen, the loading has been interrupted before reaching the final phase of stress-strain curve, leading therefore to underestimated values of E 2 and ε T for this zone. It should be noticed that the front thigh E 2 -value (22%) is much larger than the back thigh one (14%). Note that these tests were performed with a straight leg (Figure 2 ). Table 1C ,D summarizes the mean values and the corresponding standard deviation of the physical parameters E 1 , E 2 , and T for three loading directions on abdomen and proximal forearm, respectively. Note that the mean value and the standard deviation of E 1 (respectively, E 2 ) are of the same order, which demonstrates the high variability and the need for a patient-specific approach to predict the mechanical behavior of the skin in vivo.
| Anisotropy consideration
In regard to the tests on abdomen Table 1C , we note that the maximum stiffness is obtained the most frequently for 45 • -direction.
However, the maximum stiffness is found for 90 • -direction in one test among 14, and 0 • -direction in three tests among 14. Moreover, the mean value of physical parameters (Table 1C) is highly dependent on the direction of extension. Some authors explain that the direction of maximum stiffness depends on the direction of collagen fibers. These works are attributed to the pretension analysis by punching 27, 28 or by observing the wrinkles. 3 Our work agrees with Ref. (29), and differs from Ref. (28) (Table 1D) , the E 2 -parameter is about three times greater for 0 • -direction than for 90 • -direction. Note that the test at 45 • -direction with the smallest value of ε T belongs to the results with the greater values of E 2 .
For the front thigh area, the E 1 -parameter is nearly three times larger for 45 • -direction than for 0 • -direction. The differences in the T -value reach a factor of two when compared with these two directions of extension. Thus, these results confirm that the human skin behavior is anisotropic and emphasize an inter-individual variability as discussed in the next section.
No histological analysis has been carried out on the mechanically-tested skin tissues in the present study, the link between the anisotropy of the cutaneous tissue and its microstructure of fibers networks is not denied: Indeed, the preferential fibers direction in the skin results from not only functional constraints in the concerned zone but also the particular loading history of the material and its environment.
The results in Figure 6A reveals a large difference between the mechanical behavior of front thigh versus both back thigh and calf concerning the strain threshold T in particular and the transitional phase between low and high stresses. The same is true for E 1 -value which is much smaller at 0 • -direction on front thigh area than at other directions. The stress levels measured on front thigh at 0 • do not exceed 55 kPa, even though they reach 100 kPa on calf and back thigh.
These observations are not true at 45 • -direction ( Figure 6B ) or at 90 • -direction ( Figure 6C ). The 0 • -direction is also the one for which the leg may be stretched out or tucked under, extending the skin area just above the knee as a reserve supply of skin, wrinkled/unwrinkled when
Physical parameter values for abdomen sites of men (M) and women (W). Influence of age on E 1 (A) ; E 2 (B); T (C) straight/bent. This functionality is not necessary for 45 • -and 90 • -directions, and the mechanical behavior is quite similar for close areas.
| Inter-individual variability
As shown by Refs (14) and (13), a large variability of skin mechanical properties has been observed for the same anatomical site of several volunteers regardless of the gender, the age and the BMI. 30 Similarly,
we have noticed a large inter-individual variability on abdomen, on forearm, and on leg ( Figure 6 ). The resulting values of the physical parameters displayed in Figure 7 exhibit this variability for men and women between 18 and 52 years old. The BMI-values are ranging between 19 and 26.7 . No correlation between BMI-value and physical parameters has been noticed. As illustrated in Figure 7C , the T -value tends to increase with the age especially for the men. In addition, we observe a downward trend of E 1 -value with age whatever the gen- 
| CONCLUSION
This article combines the experimental results of uniaxial extension tests performed on different anatomical sites for numerous volunteers and several directions. These tests have been carried out with a servo-controlled homemade extensometer. This ultra-light and portable experimental extensometer is an efficient device to lessen the influence of the surrounding skin on the measurement and to approximate a classical uniaxial tensile test. This enables to obtain stressstrain curves without assuming an a priori behavior law.
The phenomenological exponential model is used to determine the mechanical parameters of the intrinsic behavior. A good fit between the exponential equation and experimental measurements is obtained provided that the loading reaches the final phase of skin behavior. By using inverse method, three physical parameters useful for the surgeon can be identified:
• The initial tangent modulus E 1 corresponding to the slope of the stress-strain curve at low strain levels in the initial phase. This modulus is interpreted by various authors as elastin modulus, whereas the collagen fibers are not highly mechanically-stressed by extension and therefore does not yet oppose the deformation.
• The final tangent modulus E 2 obtained for high levels of strain in the final phase of the stress-strain curve when collagen fibers are associated with elastin fibers to resist deformation. This modulus results from the combination of collagen and elastin fibers.
• The strain threshold T , as obtained by the intersection of the tangent to the stress-strain curve at the final phase with the abscissa of strain.
This threshold value in the transitional phase can be interpreted as a level of strain achieved when the major part of the collagen fibers are aligned in the direction of extension and begin to resist deformation.
This strain threshold, which refers to the concept of skin extensibility, is a useful indicator for planning surgery to avoid increasing tensions in the skin tissue and prevent medical complications.
Note that some tests have been analyzed even if the final phase of stress-strain curve has not been reached. In such cases, the corresponding final tangent modulus has been underestimated and consequently the strain threshold has been slightly underestimated too. From the medical point of view, this weak discrepancy in the T -value does not present any risk to the patient. If a personalized numerical simulation of surgical operations is aimed, the experimental characterization of the tissue must cover a large range of strain in order to obtain reliable parameters.
Moreover, a multiaxial characterization should be undertaken to improve such an approach. From a mechanical point of view, the tests under-
taken within this paper demonstrate the benefit of the direct analysis of measurements and the adaptation of loading to reach the final phase of the mechanical behavior in order to obtain the physical parameters representative of the skin behavior. This allows to combine direct measurements of the mechanical properties soft tissues with patient-specific computational methods developed in computer-assisted surgery.
